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SPECIAL EDUCATION IN MAINE:  ATTAINING EQUITY

THROUGH PROGRAM AND FINANCE REFORM

Executive Summary

Program and finance reform are needed in Maine’s special education program.  A

high level of variance in the prevalence of students with disabilities in school districts across

Maine indicates that students who need special education programs are not being identified in

some districts and are being over identified in others.  Place of residence may be an obstacle to

special education services for some students with disabilities.  Scarce special education resources

may be misdirected because allocation is based on local practices for determining eligibility for

special education that may not reflect actual need.  Compared to other education programs, the

share of special education has increased more rapidly in the state budget over the last decade.

The major trends in special education program and finance from 1993 to 2002 are:

Program

• State enrollment declined by -3.1% when special education enrollment increased by

26.1%.

• The number of special education students as a proportion of the general student

population has increased from 13.4% in 1992-1993 to 17.4% in 2001-2002.

• Nationally, Maine is consistently among the top five states in the proportion of students

with disabilities.

• The prevalence rates among Maine school districts vary from 6% to 27%.

• Primarily, local special education practices generate the differences in local identification

rates, with poverty having some influence.
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Finance

• The special education share of the education budget increased from 11.3% in 1992 to

14.3% in 2001.

• Over the past decade, special education program expenses increased 87.4% when total

education expenses increased 47.6%.

• Increases in state per-pupil operating cost and state per-special education-pupil operating

cost have been comparable.

To ensure greater equity for students in special education, and maintain a balance

between special education and other education programs, both special education programs and

funding need to be reformed.  Program reform is essential to create a higher degree of uniform

judgments about student eligibility for special education.  This is necessary to ensure that in all

SAUs, eligible students with disabilities are identified and receive services, regardless of where

they attend school.  Program reform can begin the process of finance reform, in assuring greater

confidence that resources are being allocated based on actual need.  Finance reform is needed to

ensure that sufficient subsidy is provided to every school district so that all students, including

those with disabilities, have the resources needed to achieve the Learning Results, and to ensure

equity between special education and other education programs.

Potential Strategies for State Leadership

• Review and refine the criteria for eligibility for special education services

• Provide professional development opportunities for directors of special education related

to eligibility criteria and leadership of pupil evaluation teams

• Provide professional development opportunities for pupil evaluation teams
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• Provide technical assistance to school districts in which prevalence rates differ

significantly from the state average

• Encourage teacher education programs to emphasize the need for preservice teachers to

gain skills in teaching students with diverse learning styles and to make appropriate

referrals

• Guide school districts in creating non-special education supportive programs particularly

in high-prevalence districts

• Monitor the impact of Learning Results and increased school district accountability for

student achievement on special education prevalence rates

Potential Strategies for Local Leadership

• Create more non-special education alternative programs for students who are not clearly

eligible for special education programs

• Provide professional development opportunities for teachers that expand their abilities to

teach students with diverse learning styles and challenging behavior

• Encourage general and special educators to work collaboratively in support of all

students’ learning and development

• Provide professional development for pupil evaluation teams
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SPECIAL EDUCATION IN MAINE:  ATTAINING EQUITY

THROUGH PROGRAM AND FINANCE REFORM

Introduction

Educating students with disabilities became an integral part of education in the United

States with the passage of the P.L. 94-142, the Education of All Handicapped Children Act in

1975, reauthorized as the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) in 1997.  State

implementation of this federal legislation has created a variety of similar processes for

identifying students who are eligible for special education services and ensuring that their

educational needs are met at the local level.  In many Maine towns there are frequent discussions

about special education that typically center on concern and frustration with the increasing

burden of financing special education programs in public schools.  However, there is little

general awareness of how students become eligible for special education, how many students

receive special education services, and the types of services they receive.

 Advocates for meeting the needs of students with disabilities often maintain that

programs and services, particularly those in poor and rural school districts, are inadequate and

under funded.  Others maintain that the costs of special education programs are increasing,

unpredictable, and diminishing the resources available to students without disabilities.  More

consistent, however, is the widespread finger pointing at the federal government for not

providing the level of funding initially promised for special education programs.

This paper provides policymakers with objective information about trends in special

education enrollment and funding as they strive to provide equitable educational programs for all

Maine students.  It will contrast Maine with the nation and Maine school districts with each

other.  The paper is divided into two parts.
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Part I provides some basic information about the provision of special education in Maine.

It describes the process by which school administrative units make the critical determination of

eligibility for special education services and the types of services provided.  It compares Maine

and national trends in the prevalence of students with disabilities, it examines the variance in

prevalence, and it identifies factors that influence this variance.   Finally, Part I summarizes the

impact of variable local practices in special education.

Part II extends this discussion to special education funding.  As Maine reforms school

funding based on the essential programs and services needed to help students achieve the

Learning Results rather than on historical costs, changes in special education funding are

necessary.  Part II explains Maine’s current percentage reimbursement model.  It examines

special education funding trends over the past decade and how this has impacted general

education.  The paper concludes with a recommendation for program and finance reform in

special education and with suggestions for achieving these goals.
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Part I

Special Education in Maine: Eligibility and Prevalence

Process and Programs for Students with Disabilities

Maine law (20-A M.R.S.A. Chapters 301-311), guided by the Federal Individuals with

Disabilities Education Act (IDEA, P.L. 105-17, 20 U.S.C 1401 et seq.), entitles all students with

disabilities, including those who have been suspended or expelled, to “…a free appropriate

public education . . . designed to meet their [the students'] unique needs and prepare them for

employment and independent living” (Maine Special Education Regulations, 1999, p.1). State

regulations guide special education; however, local decisions and interpretations of state

guidelines allow for variation among districts in identification processes and the scope of special

education programs.

For a student to be identified as eligible for special education services, he or she is

initially referred by either school staff, parents, individuals, or agency representatives who have

knowledge of the student’s academic and behavioral characteristics.  A pupil evaluation team

(PET) in each school administrative unit (SAU) reviews pertinent assessment data, determines

eligibility, and designs and evaluates each student’s Individual Education Program (IEP).  The

PET is the official decision-making body and consists of the student's parent(s), the student

(when appropriate), at least one of the student’s regular education teachers, a special education

teacher, and a representative of the SAU.

Federal and Maine statutes guarantee certain due process rights to students with

disabilities and their parents.  These include timely notification of PET meetings, access to

records, granting of consent for assessment and placement, independent educational evaluation
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of their child at school district expense, mediation, complaint investigation and impartial due

process hearing rights to resolve disputes.

A critical step in determining whether or not a student is eligible for special education

services is assessment of the student’s educational performance by qualified individuals.  The

majority of SAUs contract with school psychological service providers to conduct these

assessments and provide reports to PETs.

In Maine, special education services must be provided to any child that a PET has

determined to have one or more of fourteen disabilities as shown in Table 1.  Table 1 indicates

the number and percent of students served in Maine in each category of disability in 2000-2001

and allows comparisons to the national percent of students in each category in the same year.

The top ranked disability categories in Maine in 2000-2001 were Specific Learning

Disabilities (36.9%), Speech and Language Impairment (27.3%), Emotional Disability (10.8%)

and Multiple Disabilities (8.0%).  National data reflects the same two top ranks for Specific

Learning Disability (45.6%) and Speech and Language Impairment (22.35%) but includes

Mental Retardation (10.02%) as third rank and Emotional Disability (7.56%) as fourth rank.
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Table 1
Number and Percent of Students Ages 3-21 in Each Category of Disability in 2000-2001:  Maine and U.S.

   Maine U.S.
Disability Category Number % of Total Number % of Total

Autism 594 1.67 94,339 1.48

Deaf-Blindness 4 .01 1,528 .02

Developmentally Delayed 1,167 3.28 178,470 2.80

Emotional Disability 3,834 10.80 482,171 7.56

Hearing Impairment* 285 .80 78,993 1.24

Mental Retardation 1,063 2.98 638,591 10.02

Multiple Disabilities 2,865 8.0 135,221 2.12

Orthopedic Impairment 90 .25 83,740 1.31

Other Health Impairment 2,650 7.4 305,205 4.78

Specific Learning Disability 13,143 36.90 2,907,239 45.60

Speech and Language Impairment 9,734 27.3 1,424,548 22.35

Traumatic Brain Injury 112 .31 15.735 .25

Visual Impairment and Blindness 92 .26 29,462 .46

Total 35,633 100% 6,375,242 100%

*Includes deafness
Sources:  Adapted from Maine Department of Education (www.state.me.us) and U.S. Department of Education
(www.IDEAdata.org)

Special education programs were provided to approximately 36,600 students ages 3 to 21

in 2001-2002 or 17% of Maine’s 209,900 students.  The distribution of all students with

disabilities among types of special education programs is represented in Table 2.

The goal of special education programs in Maine is to serve students with disabilities in

the least restrictive environment, or an educational setting highly similar to the regular

classroom.  As indicated in Table 2, nearly half (49.3%) of all students with disabilities receive

special education programs in regular classrooms.  Students who receive special education

services are expected, like all students, to achieve the standards described in the Learning

Results.
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Table 2
Percent of Students with Disabilities Receiving Special Education Services In Specific Types of Programs
in Maine in 2001-2002

Educational Placement % of Total

Regular Class Placement 49.43

Resource Room Placement 27.47

Self-contained Placement 11.41

Public Separate Day School Placement .78

Private Separate Day School Placement 1.65

Public Residential Placement .11

Private Residential Placement .45

Homebound or Hospital Placement .50

Early Childhood Setting 3.74

Early Childhood Special Education Setting 2.33

Home .78

Part-Time Early Childhood/Part-Time Early Childhood Special Education Placement .97

Residential Facility .01

Separate School .38

Total 100

Source:  Maine Department of Education, www.state.me.us/pls/doe/eddev/efs05

Trends in Special Education Enrollment: Maine and the Nation

Since 1992-1993, Maine has ranked among the top five states in the proportion of

students it serves in special education.  In 2000-2001, Maine ranked fourth among all states in

the prevalence of students with disabilities between the ages of 6 and 21.  First among the states

was Rhode Island with 11.80%, followed by West Virginia 11.70%, New Jersey 11.45%, Maine

11.32%, and Massachusetts, 10.85% (U.S. Department of Education, 2001). Maine's neighboring

states, New Hampshire and Vermont, ranked 10th and 18th respectively.  Maine's prevalence rate

over the past decade has also increased at a somewhat faster rate than the national average as

illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1.  Prevalence Rates, Maine v. US, 1992-2001

Source:  Annual Report to the Congress on IDEA, various years and ideadata.org

More recent Maine Department of Education data suggest that special education

enrollment for students aged 3-21 has increased faster than the general enrollment, as shown in

Table 3.  From 1992-1993 to 2001-2002, the number of special education students as a

proportion of general education students has increased from 13.4% to 17.4%1.

The specific reasons for the overall increase in the number of students with disabilities is

a matter of national conjecture.  Fujiura and Yamaki (2000) cite poverty and single parent

families as causal factors while Parish (2000) suggests that as performance standards are raised,

an increasing number of general education students are being referred to special education.

                                                  
1 The identification rate as reported by the Maine Department of Education (16.7% in 2001) is higher than the identification rate
reported by the U.S. Department of Education (11.3% in 2001).  This is because Maine includes all 3 to 21 year olds receiving
special education services, whereas the federal government only includes 6 to 21 year olds.  In addition, the federal government
estimates Maine's general education enrollment; whereas, the Maine Department of Education uses actual enrollment figures.
The federal estimates of Maine's general education population over the last few years have typically been higher than the actual
general enrollment—the federal government has underestimated Maine's identification rate.
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Table 3
Special Education Enrollment in Maine

General % Special Ed % %
Year Enrollment Change Enrollment Change Special Ed
1993 216,533 29,005 13.4%

1994 216,943 0.2% 29,363 1.2% 13.5%

1995 217,394 0.2% 30,565 4.1% 14.1%

1996 218,462 0.5% 31,870 4.3% 14.6%

1997 218,560 0.0% 33,055 3.7% 15.1%

1998 217,570 -0.5% 33,762 2.1% 15.5%

1999 216,121 -0.7% 34,306 1.6% 15.9%

2000 214,984 -0.5% 35,139 2.4% 16.3%

2001 212,957 -0.9% 35,633 1.4% 16.7%

2002 209,857 -1.5% 36,575 2.6% 17.4%

1993-2002 -3.1% 26.1%

Source:  Maine Department of Education, http://www.state.me.us/education/speceddata/index.html

Understanding Prevalence Rates in Maine School Districts

What factors influence the prevalence of students with disabilities in Maine schools?

Three major studies were conducted to better understand the prevalence of students with

disabilities among Maine school districts.  The first, conducted jointly by the Institute for the

Study of Students at Risk and the Maine Education Policy Research Institute (MEPRI),

interviewed special education directors to understand variations in local practices between high-

and low-prevalence school districts and to identify common issues of concern (Davis & Harris,

2000). This study found that though there were common factors in high- and low- prevalence

districts, certain local practices differentiated these groups of districts.
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Differences in Local Practices

An analysis of interviews2 with directors of special education revealed that districts with

high-prevalence rates of students with disabilities were significantly different from districts with

low-prevalence rates, in certain key respects (Table 4).

Table 4
Differences Between High- and Low-Prevalence Districts

High-Prevalence Districts Low-Prevalence Districts

Director's Role Facilitator: Coordinates, but does
not usually chair PETs; delegates
to principals and special
education teachers

Gatekeeper: Chairs most PETs;
strict interpretation of
identification criteria

Principal's Role Monitors and reviews pre referral
and assessment activities. Chairs
many PETs

Less influential due to activity
level of Special Ed. Director

Assessment Personnel PETs are heavily influenced by
School Psychological Service
Providers (SPSP)

Less frequent use of SPSPs.
Greater dependence on local
knowledge of student

Interpretation of Regulations
and Guidelines

Broad interpretation of
regulations, more as guidelines

Strict interpretation of
regulations

Pre-referral Processes Highly structured, comprehensive
with multiple stages

Informal, loosely structured but
closely monitored

Programs for Students with
Speech and Language
Impairment

Supports a broad range of
communication problems and
social skills

Provides remediation limited to
specific voice, articulation and
fluency problems

Social Workers for Students
with Emotional Disabilities

Directors expressed high need Directors expressed a lower need

In high-prevalence districts, directors of special education could be characterized as

facilitators of the special education process who rely on principals or special education teachers

to chair PETs.  There was evidence of highly structured pre-referral processes and PETs that

were heavily influenced by School Psychological Service Providers.  In contrast, low-prevalence
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districts had directors of special education who functioned more as gatekeepers, interpreting

criteria for eligibility very conservatively and chairing most PETs.  Pre-referral processes

seemed less structured in low prevalence districts and School Psychological Service Providers

had less influence on PET decisions.

Variations in local practices, or how special education programs are structured and

administered in high-prevalence and low-prevalence districts, provide support for the contention

that equitable access to special education services can vary depending on where a student lives.

Consider the cases of Patrick and Derek…

Contrasting Approaches

The Case of Patrick

Twelve-year-old Patrick is passing all subjects academically, but just barely.  His year-long
pattern of aggressive behavior toward peers, classroom outbursts, refusal to respond to teacher
directions, and irregular attendance caused his teacher to refer him to a student assistance team in
November, and several new strategies were implemented.  However, no progress was observed,
and in March a referral was made to the Thudumscot School District’s PET.  The PET determined
that Patrick met the criteria for emotional disability and was, therefore, eligible for special
education services.  Although state criteria for Emotional Disability require that Patrick’s behavior
“adversely affect educational performance,” the PET members interpreted this to include his social
behavior, that, in Patrick’s case they viewed as highly immature. The IEP that was written for
Patrick included a heavy emphasis on social skills development and managing impulsive behavior.
Patrick was assigned to a special education resource program for 9 hours a week where he would
receive social skill and impulse control training in addition to academic support.

If Patrick attended school in a neighboring Coeville, the PET decision would have been very
different.  In Coeville, the phrase “adversely affects academic performance” is interpreted to mean
that the student is failing two or more subjects.  Patrick would not be eligible for special education
services because, in fact, his low level of academic performance is still within the normal range for
his age.  Instead, Patrick might be assigned to the PowerUp program, an alternative program
within the school that involves students with small groups of peers and a teacher who enjoys
teaching through group experiences such as camping and hiking.  This program emphasizes social
behavior and integrates academic content in many creative ways.

                                                                                                                                                                   
2 Directors of Special Education were interviewed in 15 pairs of school districts that were matched by size and median household
income and represented urban and rural districts throughout 12 of Maine’s 16 counties.  One district in each pair was a “high
identifier” and the other a “low identifier.”
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The Case of Derek

Six-year-old Derek, in a pattern similar to that of his older brother Darrel, is having mid-year
difficulty in first grade with naming and writing letters and identifying their sounds. Derek's
teacher referred him to the PET process for a suspected learning disability.  After receiving
parental approval, an assessment was conducted and the results confirmed that in spite of strong
intellectual abilities, Derek was significantly behind his peers.  Yet the PET decided that a “. . .
severe discrepancy between achievement and ability…” that must be present by law does not
exist. Instead, Derek is assigned to an alternative reading program, which in the Cortland School
District is very strong.  Derek’s parents are considering appealing this decision because they are
aware that the alternative reading program does not extend into the upper elementary grades, and
they believe Derek will need the same continued support that his brother Darrel is receiving from
the special education teacher.

If Derek had been in Ashford, where no alternative reading program exists, the PET would most
likely have determined that a severe discrepancy did, in fact, exist and that Derek was eligible for
special education because of a learning disability.  In Ashford, Derek would be placed in a special
education resource program for several hours each week.

Contributed by Diane Jackson, Ph.D., Special Education Faculty at the University of Maine and
assessment specialist to regional school districts.

The cases of Patrick and Derek exemplify the variation in interpretation of the criteria

used to determine eligibility for special education services.

Special education directors in both high- and low-prevalence districts also shared some

common concerns.  These included the following:

• There is general satisfaction with the processes of referral, identification, and assessment
that currently exist.  Only a few directors expressed concern for the need to refine
diagnostic criteria and bring greater uniformity to the state.

• There is a need for more non-special education alternative programs for students whose
disabilities are not sufficiently severe to warrant special education.

• Additional training in the identification and assessment of students with disabilities is
needed for general and special educators and for administrators.

• Additional training in behavior management is needed for regular class teachers.

The differences between high- and low-prevalence school districts that were identified in

this study are differences in local practice that directly impact students and the services they

receive, or don’t receive.  It is clear that the district in which a student lives may determine
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whether or not he or she is identified as eligible for special education services and, therefore,

whether or not special education services will be provided.

Other Factors That Influence Prevalence

What other factors beyond local practices influence the prevalence of students with

disabilities in Maine school districts?  A second MEPRI study examined the relationship of

special education prevalence to certain key variables. Using a Maine state policy database, the

relationships among special education prevalence, poverty, geographic region, the presence of an

early childhood program in a district, district size (enrollment), per-pupil expenditure, and the

level of state subsidy a district receives were calculated.  In data spanning the years 1996 to 2002

only poverty, as measured by the percent of students eligible for free and reduced lunch, and

district size were statistically influential on districts’ prevalence rates (Jain & Harris, 2001).

A third MEPRI study examined the performance of students with disabilities students on

the MEA by school.  The performance of a school's special education program was linked to the

overall performance of the school. That is, schools that do well on the MEA have special

education programs that do well.  Schools that do poorly, have special education programs that

do poorly. This effect was independent of both prevalence rates and exclusion rates (Jain &

Harris, 2001).

Within Maine, prevalence rates of students with disabilities vary significantly across

school districts.  Prevalence rates over the past 10 years have varied from 0% to 57% (Table 5)

when all SAUs are considered.  Very high- and very low-prevalence rates have typically been

more common in small school districts (less than 150 total enrollment) in which prevalence rates

are also less stable. In these districts, small changes in the number of students with disabilities

result in a disproportionate change in prevalence rates. In school districts enrolling more than
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150 students, the range of prevalence rates is narrower, 6% to 33% (Table 5).  Thus some of the

extremely high- and low-prevalence rates in Maine are an artifact of the small district sizes.

Recent data indicates that this pattern of wide variation mostly among small districts may

be changing. In the last 2 years several of Maine’s larger school districts have reported

prevalence rates closer to the high end (greater than 30%).  These findings do not affect the

overall state prevalence rate but should be monitored as they may indicate new changes in the

special education processes in larger districts.

In Maine, between 1996 and 2000, higher levels of poverty were also somewhat related

to higher special education prevalence rates3. This finding mirrors national data (Fujiura &

Yamaki, 2000).  Since 2000, however, the relationship between poverty and special education

prevalence in Maine is somewhat weaker.  The data of the next few years will be needed to

determine the direction of this trend.

Table 5
Prevalence Rate by District Size

Districts >150
Year % Special Ed Min Max Min Max

1993 13.4%

1994 13.5%

1995 14.1% 2.8% 27.3% 7.4% 25.1%

1996 14.6% 1.0% 50.0% 6.0% 26.7%

1997 15.1% 1.6% 44.4% 7.0% 25.6%

1998 15.5% 4.0% 57.1% 6.8% 24.6%

1999 15.9% 4.2% 50.0% 6.5% 27.1%

2000 16.3% 3.4% 34.1% 6.0% 26.5%

2001 16.7% 4.5% 37.0% 6.6% 30.6%

2002 17.4% 0.0% 33.3% 7.9% 32.7%

Source:  Maine Department of Education, http://www.state.me.us/education/speceddata/index.html

                                                  
3Pearson's correlation coefficients between percent of students eligible for free and reduced lunch and a district's prevalence rate
ranged from 0.33 to 0.40 from 1996 to 2000 (p < 0.00).  The magnitude of these correlations declined to 0.18 (p < 0.01) in 2001
and to 0.27 (p < 0.01) in 2002
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Summary

The studies described above lead to the conclusion that variation in the local practices

that districts use to determine eligibility for special education is the most significant factor that

distinguishes between high- and low-prevalence districts.  The size of a school district and its

poverty rate can also partly explain the prevalence of students with disabilities within a school

district although the influence of both of these factors has declined somewhat over the last 2

years.

Implications for Policymakers

Why should Maine policymakers be concerned with trends in special education

enrollment and the wide variation in the prevalence of students with disabilities among school

districts?

Wide variation in prevalence rates in Maine implies that special education regulations are

implemented differently from district to district. Even though state law and regulations guide the

delivery of special education programs and processes, their implementation is dependent on the

local practices of the administrators and pupil evaluation team in each school district.  Variation

among districts in identification practices are compounded by the resulting inequities in the

provision of special education services across districts. A student's identification as eligible for

special education services, and therefore his or her access to those services, may heavily depend

on the school district in which he or she resides.

The state’s role in special education funding is an important consideration in finding an

answer to this question. At present, Maine funds local special education programs within broad

parameters, and districts have great latitude in determining how many students are enrolled in

special education programs.  In essence, districts that are more dependent on state funding
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receive a greater portion of their special education funding from the state.  If the state is

subsidizing local practices that result in unusually high-prevalence rates in some districts and

unusually low-prevalence rates in others, a misallocation of resources could result.  Scarce

education resources might be misdirected because allocation is based on local practices for

determining eligibility for special education services that may not reflect actual needs.

It is the role and responsibility of the state to ensure that all students with disabilities

receive a “free appropriate public education in the least restrictive educational alternative.”

Policymakers must consider policy changes that will remove place of residence as an obstacle to

special education services for students with disabilities.

 Maine is moving towards high standards for all students through the Learning Results,

and is in the process of reforming school funding to provide adequate resources through the

Essential Programs and Services funding model.  Students with disabilities, or 17% of Maine’s

public school enrollment, may be left behind in this effort if the delivery of the special education

services largely depends on where they reside.

Part II

Special Education Funding

Introduction

Education funding in Maine is moving away from a model based on historical costs and

toward an adequacy model that is based on examining the actual expenditures in typical but

highly successful districts. Maine policymakers have endorsed an education funding model based

on the cost of the essential programs and services that students need to achieve the Learning
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Results, a model derived from actual expenditures in typical, high-performing districts.

However, incorporating special education funding into this model remains unaccomplished.

Part II examines special education funding in Maine, provides information about trends in

special education spending and its impact on the total education budget, and summarizes

different special education funding models.  The paper concludes with potential strategies for

state and local policymakers for achieving greater consistency in the delivery of special

education programs and incorporating special education funding in essential programs and

services.

The Federal Role

With the signing of the Education for All Handicapped Children Act (EHA, P.L. 94-142) in

1975, the federal government mandated free appropriate education for all children with

disabilities ages 6 to 21 in the least restrictive environment.  Subsequent amendments to this law

extended the age range to birth to 21, added the requirement to assist secondary students with

disabilities in making the transition to adulthood, added the categories of autism and traumatic

brain injury, and expanded the definition of related services to include rehabilitation counseling

and social work services.

EHA sought to gradually increase the federal share of special education funding to 40%,

starting with 5% in FY 1978.  States received federal funds based on the number of students with

disabilities, as the federal government encouraged states to identify and serve all students with

disabilities.  The federal share of special education funding has never exceeded 14.9%.

The 1997 reauthorization of this law, renamed the Individuals with Disabilities Education

Act (IDEA, P.L. 105-17), increased parental participation in decision making, required transition

plans for students beginning at age 14, and that IEPs include positive behavior support plans

when appropriate.  This reauthorization also required that students with disabilities be included
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in state-wide assessment programs and placed restrictions on the discipline strategies used with

students with disabilities, especially if the behavior of concern was a manifestation of the

student’s disability.

In addition, IDEA changed federal special education spending from a child count model to a

census-based funding model.  Under the census model, beginning in 2000-2001, state special

education programs are funded at a flat rate based on each state’s total enrollment (85%) with an

adjustment for poverty (15%) once the appropriation for the prior fiscal year is exceeded.  The

federal government delinked special education funding from special education incidence partly

because of expanding special education enrollment that remained difficult to explain.  In Maine,

the federal government has paid for approximately 10% of special education spending over the

last 3 years.  Maine districts receive federal special education funds based on their general

enrollment.

The State Role

Special education programs in Maine are funded through a percentage reimbursement

model.  All allowable costs are eligible for state subsidy.  The amounts expended on allowable

costs are a local decision.  The state reimburses school administrative units (SAUs) for approved

special education expenditures 2 years after the costs are incurred through the state aid formula.

Approved expenses include salaries and benefits for the following special education personnel:

teachers, administrators, related services personnel, educational technicians, clerical staff, and

contracted services.  The state also reimburses districts for tuition, board, and supportive services

(excluding medical costs).

In addition to students with disabilities, special education funding is provided for programs

for students who are pregnant, hospitalized, confined to their homes due to illness or injury, in
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substance abuse programs, and those suffering from other temporary conditions.  The State also

pays 100% of costs for state wards, and state agency clients and subsidizes out-of-district

placement costs up to the amount that exceeds three times the secondary foundation operating

rate per pupil.  These excess costs are subsidized in the year the expenditure occurs and are

prorated when the amount of funds exceeds the amount appropriated for this purpose (Kierstead

& Gray-Hanc, 1992).

Each SAU provides special education services to students and is responsible for any

expenses not subsidized by the state or federal governments.  All SAUs depend on local property

taxes for school funding. In Maine during 1998-1999, 51% of special education funds came from

the state, 41% from local taxes, and 8% from the federal government (Parish, Anthony,

Merickel, & Esra, 2001).

Trends in Special Education Funding

Between 1993 and 2002 special education enrollment of students ages 3-21 years in Maine

increased faster than general enrollment. The number of special education students as a

proportion of the general education student population also increased from 13.4% to 17.4% (Part

I, Table 3).

Spending for special education has also increased, driven largely by increases in the number

of students with disabilities.  However, over the past 10 years, changes in the per-special-

education-pupil operating costs have been similar to changes in the state per-pupil operating

costs (see Table 6 & Figure 2).  Between 1992 and 2001, state per-pupil operating costs

increased by 47.5%, and special education per-pupil operating costs increased by 44.1%.

Similarly, changes in the base operating costs per pupil, and the additional operating cost per

special education pupil were comparable over the last decade (see Table 6).
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Table 6
Special Education Operating Costs, 1992-2001

Per Pupil Per Spec Ed Pupil Per Pupil Per Spec Ed Pupil
Operating Costs1 Operating Costs2 Base Operating Costs3 Add’l Operating Costs4

$ % Increase $ % Increase $ % Increase $ % Increase

1992 $4,227 $7,761 $3,589 $4,172

1993 $4,299 1.7% $7,862 1.3% $3,627 1.1% $4,235 1.5%

1994 $4,411 2.6% $8,227 4.6% $3,691 1.8% $4,536 7.1%

1995 $4,601 4.3% $8,339 1.4% $3,862 4.6% $4,477 -1.3%

1996 $4,738 3.0% $8,618 3.3% $3,946 2.2% $4,672 4.4%

1997 $4,908 3.6% $8,986 4.3% $4,043 2.5% $4,943 5.8%

1998 $5,147 4.9% $9,319 3.7% $4,236 4.8% $5,083 2.8%

1999 $5,475 6.4% $9,896 6.2% $4,487 5.9% $5,409 6.4%

2000 $5,819 6.3% $10,522 6.3% $4,740 5.6% $5,782 6.9%

2001 $6,233 7.1% $11,179 6.2% $5,059 6.7% $6,120 5.8%

1992-2001 47.5% 44.1% 40.9% 46.7%

Source: See Table 7.
1Total per pupil operating cost including the additional cost for special education pupils
2Base operating costs per pupil and additional operating cost per special education pupil
3Total expenditure [per pupil expenditure x number of students] - total special education expenditure ÷ total number of students
4Per special education pupil additional operating costs as reported by Maine Department of Education

Figure 2.  Trend in Special Education Expenses v. Total Expenses & PPO
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Special education spending has increased more rapidly than total education spending, 87.4%

compared to 47.6% or per-pupil operating costs, 47.5% (see Table 7).  This can largely be

attributed to the increase in the number of students with disabilities identified as eligible for

special education services compared to the general education student population.  As illustrated

in Figure 2, special education spending has usually increased faster than per-pupil operating

costs or total education spending.  As a result, the special education share of the education

budget in Maine has increased from 11.3% in 1992 to 14.3% in 2001 (Table 7 and Figure 3).

Table 7
Trend in Special Ed Expenses compared to Total Expenses and PPOC

Total                Per Pupil Operating Costs Special Ed % of Budget
Year $ (in millions) % Increase $ % Increase $ (in millions) % Increase  Special Ed

1992 $1,031.8 $4,227 $116.4 11.3%

1993 $1,049.4 1.7% $4,299 1.7% $122.8 5.6% 11.7%

1994 $1,095.1 4.4% $4,411 2.6% $133.2 8.4% 12.2%

1995 $1,141.3 4.2% $4,601 4.3% $136.8 2.7% 12.0%

1996 $1,178.2 3.2% $4,738 3.0% $148.9 8.8% 12.6%

1997 $1,231.4 4.5% $4,908 3.6% $163.4 9.7% 13.3%

1998 $1,275.8 3.6% $5,147 4.9% $171.6 5.0% 13.5%

1999 $1,347.0 5.6% $5,475 6.4% $185.5 8.1% 13.8%

2000 $1,430.5 6.2% $5,819 6.3% $203.2 9.5% 14.2%

2001 $1,522.6 6.4% $6,233 7.1% $218.1 7.3% 14.3%

1992-2001 47.6% 47.5% 87.4%

Source: Maine Department of Education.  
State-wide Expenditure Information—from the Commissioner's Recommended Funding Level Booklet
Actual Total Expenditures State & Local only (excludes Federal)
Actual Special Education Expenditures include State Wards, State Agency Clients and Out-of-District placement adjustment.
Per-pupil Operating Costs as reported on: http://www.state.me.us/education/data/ppcosts/2001/pupilc01.htm
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Figure 3.  Share State Budget Allocated to Special Education
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Summary

During the past decade general education enrollment has decreased (-3.1%), while special

education enrollment has increased (26.1%).  Special education enrollment as a proportion of

general education enrollment has grown from 13.4% to 17.4%.

The cost of special education has increased 87.4% since 1992 while the cost of general

education has increased 47.6%.  The increased cost of special education is due primarily to the

increased number of students identified by local PETs as eligible for special education services.

The per-pupil cost increases in general education and special education are comparable.

Special education funding increasingly consumes a greater share of the state education

budget and, therefore, limits the resources available for other education programs.  Under

different circumstances, all programs could be funded at higher resource levels; but given budget

constraints, increased funding for some programs necessarily involves funding compromises in

other programs.  For example, if the state special education prevalence rate had stabilized at

12.9% from 1992 on, total special education spending ($218.1 million) would have been $50
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million dollars lower in 2001, even if the amount spent per special education pupil had increased

by 47% during that period.

Under Maine’s current special education funding formula, districts that are more dependent

on state funding are subsidized for their special education expenditures at a higher rate than

districts that are less dependent on state subsidies.  This can result in a misallocation of resources

if the state is subsidizing local practices that result in unusually high-prevalence rates in some

districts and unusually low-prevalence rates in others.  The unfortunate result may be that scarce

special education resources are being misdirected because allocation is based more on local

practices rather than actual need.  Change in the current special education funding formula is

needed to ensure greater equity in the distribution of state funds that support programs for

students with disabilities and to maintain equity between special education and general

education.

Alternative Special Education Funding Models

Maine is not alone in considering the possibility of changes in the way in which special

education is administered and funded.  More than 30 states have reformed their special education

finance programs over the past 6 years.  An individual state or district’s approach to reform

varies based on local circumstances including the goal of reform (e.g. equity, cost control) and

the dominant political culture.  A number of different models or formulas for funding special

education have evolved and these vary considerably. Parrish (2001) and his colleagues at the

Center for Special Education Finance have provided the following classification system with the

caveats that there is overlap in the categories and substantial variation among states’ funding

formulas within the categories.
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• Pupil Weights.  State subsidy is allocated on a per-student basis with the amount of aid

based on the relative costs of educating students with different disabilities.  More severe

disabilities are weighted more heavily.  Approximately 40% of all states have formulas

based on pupil weights (Parish et al., 2001).

• Flat Grants.  State funding for special education is based on the number of students with

disabilities reported by each district without regard to the severity of students’

disabilities.  A variation of this approach is the “census model” in which districts are

funded based on an assumed percentage of students with disabilities within their total

enrollment

• Resource-based.  Funds are allocated based on the presumed cost of specific resources

such as teachers, aides, and equipment needed to educate students with specific

disabilities.  Staff to student ratios and types of disabilities are included in the

establishment of subsidies.

• Percentage Reimbursement.  State subsidy is based on the reported costs of providing

special education programs.  Typically, only certain costs are allowed.  In Maine, this

model reimburses school districts based on their overall subsidy calculation.  Most costs

are reimbursed 2 years after expenditure.  Some tuition and board costs are reimbursed in

the same year, the rest are based on two-year-old costs.

Table 8 describes the special education funding models in all 50 states and indicates the

motivation and timing of reforms.  Parish et al. (2001) summarize that 40% of the states (n = 19)

had formulas based primarily on pupil weights; three states used formulas that were part of their

general school aid fund; and the remaining states were fairly evenly distributed across flat grants

(n = 11), percentage reimbursement (n = 7) and resource based (n = 12) during the 1999-2000

school year.
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Table 8
 State Special Education Funding Systems and Use of Revenues

Changed As Part of a
Broader Program  of:

State

(n = 50) Current Funding Formula Basis of Allocation
Program
Reform

Finance
Reform

Year of
Reform, If

Within Past
6 Years

Considering
Additional
Changes to

Formula

Alabama Flat Grant Average Daily Membership Υ 1995/96 Υ

Alaska Pupil Weights Classroom Unit by Placement Υ Υ 1998/99 Υ

Arizona Pupil Weights Disabling Condition and Type of Placement 1999/00 Υ

Arkansas1 -- “Maintenance of Effort” Expenditure Requirement Υ 1997/98

California Flat Grant Total District Enrollment Υ 1998/99 Υ

Colorado2 Flat Grant Special Education Enrollment 1995/96

Connecticut7 -- Total Enrollment/Student Poverty Υ 1995/96

Delaware Resource-Based Classroom Unit --

Florida Pupil Weights Student Severity/Intensity of Support Υ Υ 1997/98

Georgia Pupil Weights Disabling Condition -- Υ

Hawaii Pupil Weights Disabling Condition and Type of Placement --

Idaho Resource-Based Units Based on Assumed Levels of Incidence (6% for elementary and
5.5% for secondary special education students)

Υ 1994/95

Illinois Resource-Based Type of Staff 1994/95 Υ

Indiana Pupil Weights Disabling Condition 1995/96

Iowa Pupil Weights Type of Placement Υ --

Kansas Resource-Based Number of Special Education Staff Υ --

Kentucky Pupil Weights Disabling Condition --

Louisiana Pupil Weights Per Special Education Student (single weight of 1.5) 1996/97

Maine % Reimbursement Allowable Costs -- Υ

Maryland Flat Grant Special Education Enrollment --

Massachusetts Flat Grant Total District Enrollment -- Υ

Michigan % Reimbursement Allowable Costs Υ 1997/98

Minnesota Resource-Based “Base-Year” Expenditures Υ Υ 1995/96 Υ

Mississippi Resource-Based Number of Special Education Staff --

Missouri3 Resource-Based (1/2)/
Flat Grant (1/2)

Number of Special Education Staff & Total Enrollment Υ Υ 1998/99

Montana Flat Grant Total District Enrollment 1994/95

Nebraska % Reimbursement Allowable Costs 1999/00

Nevada Resource-Based Classroom Unit -- Υ

New Hampshire Pupil Weights Type of Placement -- Υ

New Jersey Pupil Weights Disabling Condition and Services Received Υ Υ 1999/00 Υ

New Mexico Pupil Weights Services Received Υ 1998/99 Υ

New York Pupil Weights Type of Placement Υ Υ 1999/00 Υ

North Carolina Flat Grant Special Education Enrollment Υ 1996/97

North Dakota Flat Grant Average Daily Membership Υ Υ 1995/96

Ohio Resource-Based Classroom Unit Υ Υ 1998/99 Υ

Oklahoma Pupil Weights Disabling Condition --

Oregon Pupil Weights Special Education Enrollment Υ -- Υ

Pennsylvania4 Flat Grant Total District Enrollment 1999/00 Υ

Rhode Island1 - Υ 1995

South Carolina Pupil Weights Disabling Condition --

South Dakota % Reimbursement Allowable Costs -- Υ

Tennessee Resource-Based Classroom Unit --

Texas Pupil Weights Type of Placement Υ Υ 1995/96

Utah5 Pupil Weights Type of Placement -- Υ

Vermont3 % Reimbursement/Flat Grant Special Education Costs/Total District Enrollment Υ 1998/99 Υ

Virginia Resource-Based Classroom Unit --

Washington Pupil Weight (single weight to all
special education students 3-21)

Special Education Enrollment Υ Υ 1995/96

West Virginia Resource-Based Special Education Staff --

Wisconsin % Reimbursement Allowable Costs -- Υ

Wyoming6 % Reimbursement 100% of Actual Expenditures Υ 1999/00

Pupil Weights: Funding allocated on a per special education student basis, with the amount(s) based on a multiple of regular education aid.
Resource-Based: On allocation of specific education resources (e.g., teachers or classroom units). Classroom units are derived from prescribed staff/student ratios by disabling condition or type of
placement.
% Reimbursement: Funding based on a percentage of allowable or actual expenditures.
Flat Grant: A fixed funding amount per student or per unit.
1No funding formula specified because formula is part of general education school aid fund.
2 There is a base amount for each LEA that was established by the previous percent reimbursement funding formula. Dollars beyond that base are allocated on special education enrollment. This formula
changed in 1994/95.
3Different components of the finance system are governed by differing bases of allocation.
4Pennsylvania has an adjustment for high cost districts.
5Formula amounts are now frozen and are based on allocations in prior years.
6Wyoming funds all special education costs.
7In Connecticut, the bulk of funding is subsumed as part of a larger general funding formula (ECS), but there are also several grants that are distributed separate from other educational services.

Adapted from Parish, et al, 2001
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Conclusions

State policymakers are striving to increase the opportunity for all Maine’s students to

achieve the high standards outlined in the Learning Results.  However, trends in special

education prevalence and in funding may compromise the state’s movement toward equal

educational opportunity, both for students in special education programs and those in general

education.

This challenge is a complex one requiring a multifaceted solution that must include both

program and finance reform.  Program reform is essential to create a higher degree of uniform

judgments about which students are eligible for special education and which are not. Program

reform will begin the process of finance reform in that it will provide greater assurance that

funds allocated for special education programs are being used for students who demonstrate

actual need.

Finance reform is needed to ensure that sufficient subsidy is provided to each district so that

students with disabilities have the resources necessary to achieve the Learning Results rather

than providing subsidy based on what was spent in previous years. In addition, finance reform is

needed to ensure equity between special education and other education programs.

The following are offered as potential strategies that might begin the process of program

and finance reform.

Potential Strategies for State Leadership

• Review and refine the criteria for eligibility for special education services

• Provide professional development opportunities for directors of special education related to
eligibility criteria and leadership of pupil evaluation teams

• Provide professional development opportunities for pupil evaluation teams
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• Provide technical assistance to school districts in which prevalence rates differ significantly
from the state average

• Encourage teacher education programs to emphasize the need for preservice teachers to gain
skills in teaching students with diverse learning styles and to make appropriate referrals

• Guide school districts in creating non-special education supportive programs particularly in
high-prevalence districts

• Monitor the impact of Learning Results and increased school district accountability for
student achievement on special education prevalence rates

Potential Strategies for Local Leadership

• Create more non-special education alternative programs for students who are not clearly
eligible for special education programs

• Provide professional development opportunities for teachers that expand their abilities to
teach students with diverse learning styles and challenging behavior

• Encourage general and special educators to work collaboratively in support of all students’
learning and development

• Provide professional development for pupil evaluation teams

There are two important characteristics of Maine schools that are important to consider

when weighing measures that would address the wide variance in prevalence and resulting

inequity in access to special education services.  First, local practitioners and policymakers do

not view statewide variation in prevalence as a major concern.  Interviews of special education

directors described earlier revealed that few were aware of the actual prevalence rate for their

district and fewer still had ever examined the prevalence rates of other districts.  Local

practitioners and policymakers are primarily concerned with meeting students’ needs and do not

have a statewide perspective that allows comparison of their district to others.  Second, there is a

strong tradition of local control and natural resistance to changing local practices that appear to

work.  Without a concerted effort, led by the state and supported by the leadership of key
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professional organizations, there will be little impetus to make changes in local practices that

could result in more equitable access to special education services for students with disabilities

across Maine. The suggestions above are offered with the assumption that strong state and local

leadership can provide the needed direction and incentives for program and finance reform in

special education.
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